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Time just flies and it is hard to believe we are only a few weeks away from the start of our new season, 

however we have much to do before then.  Not wishing to tempt providence I will make no comment on the 

weather, otherwise it may all change! 

 

OUR PROGRESS OUT OF SEASON: 
RIPLEY CASTLE 
Everything has progressed very well on the rearing field with no major disasters.  All our poults will be 

released before the end of July.  

 

Following the severe weather conditions last season all the necessary repair work will be complete by end 

of July with a new parking area at Birthwaite.  We continue to account for a number of foxes each week and 

this should increase once the corn has been harvested. 

 
EAGLE HALL & ASHFOLD SIDE  
Due to the damage caused last season by the severe weather much of the time has been spent repairing our 

tracks and other areas.  The most significant work has been on the track to the Shoot Box on Hardcastle 

Moor.  It may now resemble a motorway but I would appreciate if you would still treat it like a moorland 

track and drive sensibly!! 

 

We have replanted most of our wild bird cover and it is looking very promising.  We have also extended the 

wild bird cover area at “Bottom Kale – Ashfold Side” drive by one acre which should produce a more even 

spread of birds over the line of guns. 

 

All our pheasant and partridge poults will be released by the end of July and the recent greening up of all 

our holding areas will certainly help hold these new arrivals.  

 
HARDCASTLE & HEATHFIELD MOORS 
It never ceases to amaze me how resilient grouse are to harsh weather conditions.  This year the whole Moor 

was covered in snow at our pairs counting time so unfortunately we were unable to carry out our count.  So 

we did not have our usual guide as to the number of pairs on each Moor.  Then due to the prolonged snow 

covering and continued cold conditions at nesting time all the heather was very brown with hardly any feed 

for the hens as they started to sit. 

 

None of this boded well for the nesting time and eventual grouse shooting season.  However as often 

happens with this amazing and often unpredictable bird, the grouse have come through the nesting season 

quite well.  We have observed a good stock of chicks, with George being reasonably optimistic about the 

season!! 

 

Unless I advise different we plan to shoot all our scheduled grouse and mixed grouse and partridge days.  

However I must always add that nothing is certain with grouse, so we must be ready for any surprises.   
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NEW “A DAY TO REMEMBER” 
I appreciate our website www.ripleycastelshoot.com has now become our main reference point for information on 

the Shoot, however for people like myself who still like to hold and read “hard copy” information, I have produced 

this new brochure which I have designed with an emphasis on illustrating the magnificent terrain we shoot over and 

the quality of bird it produces.  I hope you enjoy reading it and as always I welcome comments as to how I may 

improve this in the future.  
 

“WHAT HAPPENS ON A SHOOT DAY 2013-2014” 
I feel it is increasingly more important, as every shoot is different, for anyone new to any shoot that they have an idea 

of what to expect and what is expected of them on a shoot day.  In addition to maps and information of where we 

meet, which can vary from day to day dependant on the time of the season, it includes details of Hotels available in 

our area.  However I feel the most important information are my various “Risk Assessments” and information on 

“Insurance”. 
 

I would request that everyone reads the Risk Assessment which covers the area of the Shoot we cover on each of your 

days. 
 

PERSONAL, PRODUCTS LIABILITY AND SHOOT CANCELLATION INSURANCE 
Driven game shooting is a dangerous sport and although I try to assess and avoid risks, accidents may happen.  When 

you join the shooting field you need to have the confidence that the Shoot, your fellow guns and yourself are 

adequately insured in the event of accident or injury. 
 

With the ever increasing cost of litigation it is now necessary to have a minimum indemnity cover of £10 Million 

third party public and personal liability insurance.  I confirm that The Ripley Castle Shoot has this level of cover, 

however in the event of a claim for an accident or injury caused by a member or guest, the first port of call will be on 

the persons own insurance.  
 

Considering the above, like myself I am sure you will be somewhat alarmed by the first item in the following 

statistics.  This information is from a survey carried our jointly by GunsOnPegs and Strutt & Parker in May 2013 and 

was completed by 2,852 game shots. 
 

• Over 34% admitted they do not take out Public Liability insurance. 

• Nearly 50% agreed that they would like one policy to cover public liability, guns and shoot cancellation. 

• Only 9% take out shoot cancellation for full days as they say it is too expensive. 

• Nearly 20% have had a day cancelled and NOT been insured. 
 

Triple Barrelled Cover offered by GunsOnPegs at £139.00 is so cost effective as it covers Personal, Products and 

Cancellation Insurance.  If you assume public liability costs £50, actual gun insurance likewise at £50, for £39 you 

can insure your shoot fees for the season.  At this level of cost and offering so much it is a must for everyone 

participating in our sport.  Please visit the GunsOnPegs website www.GunsOnpegs.com or telephone 0207 491 1363 

to take out this cover. 
 

I would dread to think that one in every three guns shooting on our Shoot in uninsured.  Many shoots now ask for a 

disclaimer to be signed.  Rightly or wrongly I still would like to feel I am able to trust everyone. 
 

I must therefore insist that anyone shooting with us on any area under the management of The Ripley Castle 

Shoot should ensure that themselves and their guests have the required minimum cover of £10 Million third 

party, public and personal liability insurance in place well in advance of joining a shoot day and carry proof of 

this on all shoot days. 
 

A copy of your shotgun permit should also be available in case we receive a visit from the Police.  
 

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP 
This has been well received and is detailed in both of my new brochures.  I plan to extend the benefits in the future 

and would welcome any suggestions. 
 

Just to remind you, providing you spend £2,500 or more before VAT on shoot fees during the season you become an 

Exclusive Member.  One of the main benefits is that providing you purchase Triple Barrelled Cover insurance at 

£139.00 you will receive a credit from the Shoot of £100 which can be used against shoot fees or cartridges.  
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A FEW ITEMS TO REMEMBER BEFORE THE START OF THE SEASON 
 

FINAL CHECK OF YOUR KIT BEFORE THE START THE SEASON  
A reminder to check that your guns and equipment are ready for the new season.  The “Last Minute Check List” loose 

insert with each copy of “What Happens on a Shoot Day” may well assist with this.  You may think your guns are 

fine until they let you down on a shoot day.  It is a small cost to have them serviced but as everyone may be arranging 

this at present, I suggest you do not delay.  It is also worth bringing a spare gun on any shoot day.  
 

The last minute check list also details a number of items we always seem to forget to take with us on a shoot day and 

then regret not having them with us. On the reverse of the list is a Shoot Planner for the new season.  

 

INSTRUCTORS AND LOADERS  
We are fortunate in having available the services of a number of experienced clay pigeon and driven game shooting 

loader/instructors. No matter how experienced a shot may be, having an instructor for the day soon rectifies all the 

bad habits - shooting ones -  which we seem to perfect without too much of a problem!  Having an instructor is a 

necessity for a novice game shot and even for an experienced shot an instructor can make quite a difference to your 

performance.   
 

The minimum cost of an instructor/loader for the day is £90 which should be paid direct by the gun/host.  This service 

is now very popular so as much prior notice as possible would be appreciated.  If you do not require instruction, a 

loader is always useful to look after you for the day.  If you bring your dog, having a loader gives you more time to 

work it at the end of a drive.  

 

SHOTGUN HIRE 
The law states that anyone may use a shotgun without a UK Shotgun Certificate or Visitors Permit provided it is in 

the presence of the owner who has it registered on his Shotgun Certificate or Visitors Permit and the required 

insurance cover is in place.  Shotguns are available for hire, provided notice is given, from one of our 

instructor/loaders at £50 per day.  Knowledge of height and if he or she is left or right handed would help in selecting 

the most ideal shotgun available.  

 

HIRE OF FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE  
As more and more guns are travelling some distance to shoot with us, we now have available for hire with a driver, a 

new long wheel base Land Rover Station Wagon which will seat up to five people comfortably.  The cost is £100 for 

the day to cover the cost of the driver and running costs.  If you are bringing your dog, notice of this is required in 

order to fit a transport kennel in the vehicle.  

 

SHOTGUN CERTIFICATE  
You must have in your possession on all shoot days a valid UK Shotgun Certificate or UK Visitors Permit, with the 

serial numbers of the shotguns you are using entered on the Shotgun Certificate or Visitors Permit.  

 

CARTRIDGES 
I have decided to stay with Express as these seem to offer most of what we require in a cartridge.  I enclose an order 

form for those of you who have already booked your days and would welcome your advance orders for cartridges.  

These will be available from the Shoot Yard early August onwards and throughout the season.  

 

INSECT REPELLENT 
There is every possibility that this warm humid weather, which is ideal for midges, will continue well into the season.  

I would therefore strongly recommend you always have some insect repellent with you.  It will be essential on the 

Moor and at Eagle Hall & Ashfold Side and possibly this season we may even need some at Ripley Castle.  
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REMAINING SHOOT DAYS 
I am pleased to enclose a list of our remaining days.  Although there has been an excellent take up of days there are 

still a good variety of days remaining.  There are also a number of days which have only recently come available and 

were not included on previous lists.  If you have not already booked all your days I do hope there may be something 

workable for you. 
 

You can always visit our website www.ripleycastleshoot.com for further information on available days which as 

previously stated is updated daily and is iphone and Android compatible.  

 

CONFIRMATION OF BOOKING AND FINAL INVOICE  
I would very much like to thank those of you who have already booked your days and paid your shoot fees so far.  

Your support as always is much appreciated.  
 

I now enclose a further copy of your Confirmation of Booking detailing my understanding of the days you have 

booked. Could you please check this and should I have made any errors please advise me as soon as ever possible.  

Also detailed on the Confirmation of Booking is an acknowledgment of all your payments made so far. 
 

There are a few outstanding invoices and for those concerned I would appreciate these being paid without delay. 
 

Finally I enclose an invoice to cover the final instalment of your shoot fees, however I would stress that this is not due 

for payment until 1st August.   

 

DOVE SHOOTING IN ARGENTINA 
My good friend Tom Bell is arranging a dove shooting trip to Argentina during mid to late February 2014.  It is a four 

day visit to Pico Zuro with a night at the start and end in Buenos Aires.  

 

The number of doves shot is unlimited and you are charged for your cartridges – you may have around 3,000 shots!  

Please Google Pico Zuro and contact Tom for further details on 07702 545883 or his e-mail: 

helen@helenbellequestrian.co.uk. 

 

A PROPOSAL FOR THE NEW SEASON 
As already advised I am very pleased that I am now able to include the cost of all meals and refreshments for both 

guns and non shooting guests in the shoot fee.  Some of our Members feel I may be being too generous, so the 

proposal is that when a non shooting guest takes breakfast, refreshments throughout the days and luncheon, a 

donation should be made to our charity fund. 

 

Any donation would be most welcome and it by no means compulsory.  A guide would be up to £50 per non shooting 

guest given to the captain on the day.  If you were to give it to George or David they may think it to be a tip!! 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Finally, I look forward to seeing you all again in our new season when we can forget the worlds problems and enjoy 

some memorable shooting with The Ripley Castle Shoot in the stunning scenery of North Yorkshire.  I only hope we 

are spared the harsh winter conditions of last season, which may have been fun to start with but soon became very 

boring! 


